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Level 1: Organisms are similar 
“It means that they are similar to each other” 

Level 2: Organisms are similar due to inheritance 
“It means you have some of the DNA to produce the same thing.  Like when parents 
pass down to their children, you have variations, but we still have something in 
common with them.” 

Level 3: Organisms are similar b/c they share a common ancestor 
“It means that the plants have the same ancestor.” 
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Goal: To use Leafsnap, a tree identification app, & 
developed curricular resources to engage urban middle 
school students in local biodiversity in an evolutionary 
context.

Background 

Yael Wyner1 & Jennifer Doherty2 

Two part curriculum: 
Fall: Focus on leaves, fruits & common ancestry 
Spring: Focus on flowers & common ancestry 

Curricular Resources and Research Methods 

 
 

What do students think it means to be related? 

Urban Middle School Student Learning of Local Tree Diversity & Common  Ancestry 
Grant Number: 
DRL-1221188 

Research Questions: 
1.  How do these resources enhance students’ abilities to 

notice and organize local tree diversity?
–  What trees can students ID? What characteristics students 

notice to identify street trees? 
–  What characteristics students use to group trees by 

relatedness?
–  What is student understanding of plant reproductive 

characteristics? 
2.  How does noticing and organizing the similarities and 

differences amongst local tree species help students to 
contextualize biodiversity into an evolutionary 
framework?
–  What do students think it means to be related?

Goals and Research Questions 

(a) Home             (b) Results        (c) Verification    (d) Collection         (e) Map
A tour of the app In order from left-to-right, top-to-bottom: (a) the home screen, with a randomly-chosen image cycling 
every few seconds and access to educational games, (b) the returned identification results, in sorted order, calculated 
from the user uploaded leaf photo, (c) the manual verification stage as the user explores the images and textual 
descriptions of one of the results to confirm it as the right match, (d) showing the addition of that leaf to the user’s 
collection for future reference, and (e) a map view showing where that leaf was collected.

  

Middle School Students Using the Leafsnap app: Leafsnap avoids the pitfalls of the other plant identification apps. Instead of relying 
on keys or citizen experts for identification, it uses pattern recognition software to identify plants of interest by their leaf shape. Users snap 
and upload a photo of a leaf and Leafsnap uses the leaf shape to provide candidate species for identification 

Middle school students using 
Leafsnap 

Methods
Curriculum implemented in classrooms of 12 NYC middle school teachers. 
•  1 Manhattan (6th grade) •  2 Queens (6th & 7th grade)
•  1 Brooklyn (8th grade) •  2 South Bronx (6th, 7th, & 8th grades)
Teachers attended a week long summer PD with a botanist; one day Spring flower PD; 
and Fall & Spring focus groups.
Students completed written assessments at 4 time points: pre and post Fall 
implementation and pre and post Spring implementation. 19 students were interviewed 
pre and post fall and post spring implementation and used to validate written 
assessment interpretation. 
Results based on matched written assessments from 260 students. Controls based on 
assessments of 262 demographically similar students administered at the end of the 
school year. Overall scores calculated based on points assigned to ranked responses. 
Points per category vary by number of questions & total levels in each category.

What trees can students ID? What characteristics students notice to identify street trees? 

Level 1: Students use uninformative characteristics -location, tree height, size, animals on tree 
 “Where it grows and stuff usually determines what it’s called” 

Level 2: Students generally use leaves. 
 “Leaves . . . ‘Cause each tree . . . their leaves have a certain shape.” 

Level 3: Students use specific leaf characteristics like leaf edge, shape & arrangement or fruits 
 “I would look at its leaf patterns, ’cause most of them either have opposite leaf patterns or they have 
alternate leaf patterns . . .  and I would look at the leaf shape, if it’s toothed, if it’s lobed . . .” 

Level 4: Students use specific leaf characteristics like leaf edge, shape & arrangement & fruit 
 “You would probably want to notice the fruit, if there is any, and the leaf.  Well, the fruit, just what type of 
it. . . You would want to look at the edges of the leaf, because that can help differentiate between two 
close competitors, and you would also want to look at the shape, like if it's simple or lobed.” 

Is plant X a descendant of plant Y or
plant Z? How do you know?

School science night highlighting 
Curriculum.

Student tree notebook

What characteristics students use to 
group trees by relatedness?

Level 1: Student prioritizes leaves (edge, shape, 
arrangement), but not fruit

“They’re not related because of the leaf structure”
Level 2: Student sometimes prioritizes fruit

“I would say they're probably in between closely related and 
not related because their leaves are extremely different, like 
really, really different, but they do have a similar-ish fruit and 
leaf structure, where it's opposite/alternate.”

Level 3: Student always prioritizes fruit
“I wrote closely related once again, because it was only the leaf 
shape that was different, but they had the same fruit and it had 
the same leaf arrangement.”
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Overall Student Performance and Conclusions 

What is student understanding of plant reproductive characteristics? 
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As in the biodiversity learning progression, on 
the pre-test, students displayed characteristics 
of level 1 informal everyday discourse for 
naming, grouping & understanding 
relatedness. Post-tests showed that students 
were transitioning from level 1 informal 
everyday reasoning to level 3 scientific 
reasoning.
° Name: Pre tree shape to ID tree, post leaves & fruits
° Group: Pre leaves & tree shape, post prioritize fruit
° Relatedness: Pre related is similar, Post similar
   because share a common ancestor.

Summary: Growth in 
understanding of plant 
reproduction. Greatest learning 
in understanding of fruit.

How are fruits and flowers from the 
same tree related to one another?

1.  They are similar b/c they are on 
the same tree, share traits

2.  They are both involved in 
reproduction (both contain 
seeds, fruits give rise to flowers)

3.  The fruit if formed from the 
flower or its ovary

What is a Fruit?

1.  Fruits are for eating
2.  Fruits are for eating and 

have seeds
3.  Fruits are for dispersal, 

reproduction and/or 
contains seeds

What is a Flower?

1.  A type of plant; pretty
2.  For pollination; reproduction 

with inaccuracy
3.  A reproductive organ; 

makes fruit, makes seeds or 
names botanical parts 
including the ovary

Fall Pre 
Responses 

Fall Post Responses  

Larger words indicate 
greater frequency 

What are the names of the trees that live on
    the block in front of your school? 

Plant blindness 
• The failure to notice plant life on a day-to-day basis is a recurring theme of 
plant educational literature.  
• An urban context where students walk by trees daily is ideal setting
Everyday and scientific observation are different
• To become expert, students must change four features of practice. They are 
noticing, expectations, observation records & dispositions. As they improve, 
disciplinary content knowledge & scientific thinking will also improve (Eberbach & 
Crowley 2009).
Placing life into the context of evolutionary history
• Incorporating evolution into biodiversity is important for extracting the intrinsic 
value of each individual species (Leopold 1949). 

• Many street trees share fruit, flower, and leaf structures that are evidence of 
common descent.  They can help students discover the centrality of common 
ancestry to the diversification of life.
Learning Progressions
• We interpreted student understanding using the Biodiversity LP framework, 
extending it to explore students’ ideas related to local tree diversity and common 
ancestry. 

This project was funded through the 
National Science Foundation. Any 
views are those of the authors and not 
the NSF.
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Representative Identification Questions:
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Summary: Pre/post students moved 
from everyday to scientific observation, 
from inability to ID to ability to ID & 
retained learning from fall to spring.

What is the name of this tree?

What characteristics would you use to 
identify the name of a tree? 
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Representative Grouping Question:

Summary: Students 
moved from using 
everyday observation to 
scientific observation for 
grouping. They were 
better able to recognize 
the importance of fruits 
over leaves for grouping 
by relatedness.
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Why do related things have similar 
characteristics?  
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Representative relatedness Questions:
What does it mean to be related? 

Summary: Students moved from understanding relatedness as a 
synonym for similar to an awareness that relatedness is a scientific 
concept based on evolutionary history.
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Overall pre-post student 
performance improved  
as compared to controls. 


